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GUIDE TO THE SUBJECTINDEXES FOR
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL AEROSPACEREPORTS
Introduction
The Guide to the Subject Indexes for STAR contains a listing of subject terms (basic
index points and cross-references) which have been used in the indexes to Scientific
and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR) and International Aerospace Abstracts (IAA ). It
is published to enable persons searchi0g the literature to use the subject indexes efficiently
and rapidly. It supersedes the Guide _to the Subject Index for Technical Publications
Announcements, published December 31, 1962.
The subject terms in this publication are arranged alphabetically. For added useful-
ness, those that have been used as basic index points are usually accompanied by a
"+see also" (SA) or a "'confer" (CF) cross-reference. Subject terms that cannot be used
as basic index points (within the Limits of this vocabulary) will always be accompanied by
a "'see" (S) notation to appropriate terrn_ that are adaptable to indexing. Thus, the following
types of cross-references are included in this compilation:
I. The "see" is used to relate broad concepts, too general to be useful index terms,





2. The "'see also'" cross-reference directs a searcher from general to specific terms




tells a searcher that postings under AEP_ODYNAMIC HEATING are different from those
under HEATING. "'See also'" thus signals the absence of double posting.
3. The "'confer" cross-reference is used to relate associated concepts usually having
different groups of postings. For example:
PLASMA
CF MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
tells a searcher that, while these terms are related in subject matter, postings under each
term are different.
Subject terms contained in this publication may have appeared in the subject indexes
to the individual issues of STAR and IAA during 1963. However, some of the terms that
were posted infrequently do not appear as index points in the cumulative indexes to STAR.
Items originally indexed under lightly posted specific terms are transferred in cumulative




word."Compositet rmscontainingpropernames,or namesof systems(e.g.,SATURN
I LAUNCHVEHICLE)areretained,regardlessofthenumberof postings.Whenrequired,
a"seealso"cross-referencefromthegeneraltothespecifictermisincluded.
Thelistingof subjecttermsin currentissuesof STAR and IAA may differ from the
listing here because of the rapidly changing terminology.
Suggestions for the improvement of this publication are welcomed. Information
regarding the publication and availability of this publication may be obtained from the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Scientific and Technical Information



























































SA POLAR CAP ABSORPTION







































SA CARBON DIOXIDE ACCLIMATIZATION
SA COLD ACCLIMATIZATION
CF ADAPTATION



















SA NORTON COUNTY ACHGNDRITE
ACID
SA ACETIC ACID









































































SA CARTRIDGE ACTUATED DEVICE
SA HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR






































ADVANCED ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY /AOSO/
ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SHIP
ADVANCED SOLAR TURBO ELECTRIC CONVERSION lASTED/
















































































S AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL /AGC/
AGE FACTOR
AGE HARDENING
AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
AGENA C ROCKET
AGENA ROCKET
SA ATLAS AGENA V LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE






























SA IURBULENI AIR CURRENT
AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
SA SAAB 401 AIR CUSHION VEHICLE











SA ALL-WEATHER AIR NAVIGATION






AIR TO AIR MISSILE
AIR TO AIR REFUELING























SA ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE AIRCRAFT
SA AO-IBF AIRCRAFT
SA ATTACK AIRCRAFT






SA BAC TSR 2 AIRCRAFT
SA BEECH D I8 S AIRCRAFT
SA BEECHCRAFT D-95 A AIRCRAF!
SA BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT
SA BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
SA BOLKOW-SIBBEL BS-210 AIRCRAFT
SA BOMBER AIRCRAFT
SA BREGUET qAO AIRCRAFT
SA BREGUBT 941 AIRCRAFT
SA BREGUET I150 AIRCRAFT
SA BRISTCL ER. [34 AIRCRAFT






SA CANADAIR CL-AI AIRCRAFT




SA CESSNA 172 O AIRCRAFT
SA CESSNA 205 AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT
SA CESSNA 310 H AIRCRAFT
SA CESSNA 336 AIRCRAFT
SA COMET l AIRCRAFT
SA COMET IT AIRCRAFT
SA COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
SA CONCDRDE AIRCRAFT
SA CONVAIR 340 AIRCRAFT
SA CONVAIR 990 AIRCRAFT
SA CONVERTAPLANE
SA COUPLED AIRCRAFT
SA D-SSB-IL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
SA DASSAULT NYSTERE XX AIRCRAFT
SA DE HAVILLAND DH-L21 AIRCRAFT
SA DE HAVILLAND DH-125 AIRCRAFT
SA DORNIER D0-28 AIRCRAFT

















SA FAIREY DELTA 2 AIRCRAFT
SA FAN-IN-WING AIRCRAFT
SA FIAT GgL AIRCRAFT
SA FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
SA FIGHTER BOMBER AIRCRAFT
SA FIGHTER INTERCEPTOR AIRCRAFT
SA FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT
SA FOKKER FRIENDSHIP AIRCRAFT
SA GETOL AIRCRAFT
SA GLUED SHELL AIRCRAFT
SA GUARANI I AIRCRAFT
SA H-I3K AIRCRAFT
SA HAMBURGER HFB 320 AIRCRAFT
A-6
SA HANOLEY PAGE H.P. 115 AIRCRAFT
SA HAWKER P IL27 AIRCRAFT
SA HAWKER P L154 AIRCRAFT
SA HEINKELL HE 2II AIRCRAFT
SA HUNTING H-126 AIRCRAFT
SA HYDROSKI AIRCRAFT
SA HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT








SA LOCKHEED U-2 AIRCRAFT
SA LOCKHEED XV-AA AIRCRAFT
SA LOCKHEED ]8 AIRCRAFT
SA MANNED AIRCRAFT
SA MAX HOLSTE MH 260 AIRCRAFT
SA MAX HOLSTE MH 262 AIRCRAFT
SA METEOR AIRCRAFT






SA NAVION RANGEMASTER AIRCRAFT
SA NC-I30B AIRCRAFT
SA NIHON YS-IL AIRCRAFT
SA NORD 262 AIRCRAFT
SA NUCLEAR AIRCRAFT
SA P-3A AIRCRAFT
SA PIAGGIO-DOUGLAS PD-8O8 AIRCRAFT
SA PIAGGIO P. 166 AIRCRAFT
SA PILOTED AIRCRAFT

















SA PLASTIC AIRCRAFT CCNSTRUCTION





SA AIRCRAFT ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
SA RADAR AIRCRAFI DETECTOR
AIRCRAFT ENGINE
SA PEGASUS ENGINE



































































SA SEA VIXEN AIRCRAFT
SA SEAPLANE
SA SHORT BELFAST C MK I AIRCRAFT
SA SHORT SC. [ AIRCRAFT
SA SHORT SC-5 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
SA SIEBEL PH-NLL AIRCRAFT




SA SUPERSONIC STRIKE AIRCRAFT
SA SWIFT XF.ll4 AIRCRAFT







SA TERRAIN FOLLOWING AIRCRAFT
SA TILT-WING AIRCRAFT
SA TRAINING AIRCRAFT
SA TRANSALL C-160 AIRCRAFT
SA TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT
SA TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT









SA VAMPIRE MK-35 AIRCRAFT
SA VENOM AIRCRAFT
SA VICTOR MK-I AIRCRAFT
SA VISCOUNT AIRCRAFT











































SUEDETO StJIIJECT |NOERES ALLOY
AIRLINER




















SA AUTOMATIC LIGHT AIRCRAFT READINESS MONITOR PROJECT
ALASKA
ALBEO0




















































































































SA LYMAN ALPHA RADIATION
ALTERNATING CURRENT /AC/


























SA LITHIUM ALUMINUM HYDRIDE
ALUMINUM NITRIDE

























































SA CROSSED FIELD AMPLIFIER
SA CURRENT AMPLIFIER
SA DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER




















































































































































SA EARTH PROBE ANTENNA
SA _IGH RESCLUTICN COVERAGE ANTENNA TECHNIQUE /HICAT
SA HCRN ANTENNA
































SA BODY MEASUREMENT /BIDL/
SA BODY SIZE IBIOL/






















































S SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS
S TIMING APPARATUS
S VAPER PRESSURE APPARATUS
S WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS
APPLICATIONS VERTICAL TEST IAVT/
APPROACH { LANDING
A-Z6
APPROACH AND LANDING INSTRUMENT
















































S ADVANCED RANGE IhSTRUMENTATICN SHIP /ARTS/
ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNIT /ALU/
ARMAMENT
AROD

























CF INNER RADIATICN BELT
CF OUTER RADIATION BELT
CF TRAPPED RADIATION






















































































CF MOBILE ATLANTIC RANGE STATION /MARS/
ATLAS ABLE V LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE













































































SA LUNAR ATMOSPHERIC TIDE
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
ATMOSPHERICS


















































































































AUTOMATIC DATA EVALUATION SYSTEM /VADE/
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSIN_ SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC DEPOSITION CONTROL
AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER /ADF/
AUTOMATIC ENGINE CONTROL
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL /AGO/
AUTOMATIC GIMBALLEO ANTENNA VECTORING EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC LIGHT AIRCRAFT READINESS MONITOR PROJECT
AUTOMATIC PATTERN RECOGNITION

















SA CHEMICAL AUXILIARY PONER SOURCE
SA NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POMER






































































































SA STRAIN GAUGE BALANCE
SA WATER BALANCE






SA INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE /ICBM/
SA INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE /IRBM/
BALLISTIC MISSILE DECOY
SA DECOY





























































































SA DRY CELL BATTERY




SA NET CELL BATTERY


























































BEECH D 18 S AIRCRAFT
































































































































































BLACK BRANT I MISSILE
A-26
BLACK BRANT III MISSILE



















SA JET BLAST EFFECT
CF EXPLOSION























































BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET
BLUE SCOUT ROCKET



























































SA SKIN TEMPERATURE IBIOL/
CF HYPOTHERMIA













SA EXPERIMENTAL BOILINb WATER REACTOR /EBWR/
SA HALCEN BOILING WATER REACTOR /HBWR/
CF POWER REACTOR
CF RESEARCH REACTOR



















SA BAC TSR 2 AIRCRAFT





















































































SA COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
SA HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER
SA LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
SA THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER
SA THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER




SA POROUS BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
CF FLUTTER







































































BRISTOL ER. 134 AIRCRAFT
BRISTOL 188 AIRCRAFT
































































































































































































































































































































































































SA ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
CENTAURUS CONSTELLATION
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
CF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
CENTRIFUGAL CASTING
CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR


























































CESSNA 172 O AIRCRAFT
CESSNA 205 AIRCRAFT
CESSNA 210 AIRCRAFT























































































CHEMICAL AUXILIARY POWER SOURCE
CHEMICAL BOND
CF HYDROGENOLYSIS



























































































































































SA THIN FILM CIRCUIT
SA TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT





























































































































































S STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT /SIC/






















SA MAGNETIC FIELD COIL




























































































SA DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
SA BAC I11 AIRCRAFT
SA CESSNA 205 AIRCRAFT
SA ILYLSHIN IL-62 AIRCRAFT


















SA DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM /DCS/
SA SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
COMMUNICATION THEORY
SA STATISTICAL COMMUNICATION THEORY
CF INPGRMATION THEORY
COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE
SA INERTIALESS STEERABLE COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNA





SA ECHD I SATELLITE
SA ECHO II SATELLITE
SA SCORE SATELLITE
SA SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS /SYNCCMI SATELLITE
SA SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS /SYNCDM-II/ SATELLITE
SA SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE PROJECT


























































































































SA INTER_AL COMPRESSION INLET
SA PULSE COMPRESSION
CF DECOMPRESSION






























SA COUNTING RATE COMPUTER
SA CRYOGENIC COMPUTER
SA DIGITAL COMPUTER
SA ERA 1102 COMPUTER
SA FERRANTI MERCURY COMPUTER
SA IBM 650 COMPUTER
SA IBM 706 COMPUTER
SA IBM TO9 COMPUTER
SA IBM 1601 COMPUTER
SA IBM 1620 COMPUTER
SA IBM 7070 COMPUTER
SA IBM 7074 COMPUTER
SA IBM 7090 COMPUTER
SA IBM 7094 COMPUTER

































































































































































































SA AUTOMATIC DEPOSITION CONTROL
SA BANG-BANG CONTROL
SA BIOCONTROL SYSTEM
SA BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
SA COHHANO CONTROL












































SA SHOCK WAVE CONTROL








SA WAVE INCIDENCE CONTROL
SA WEATHER CONTROL


















































SA THERMOELECTRIC CONVERSION SYSTEM












SA IMAGE CONVERTER TUBE
















































































































































































































































S ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION
S IONIZATICN CROSS SECTICN
S NEUTRON CROSS SECTION
S RADAR CROSS SECTION



















































CF BODY CENTERED CUBIC /BCC/ CRYSTAL

































































































































GUIDE IO SUIIJECT INDEXES DATA RECORDING
CYLINDRICAL AFTERBOOY
CYLINDRICAL BODY
SA hEMISPHERE CYLINDER BODY

























SA RAIN IMPACT DAMAGE
CF EXPLOSION
DAMP























DASSAULT MIRAGE ill AIRCRAFT
DASSAULT MIRAGE Ill V AIRCRAFT












































S DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM /DCS/
DE BRUIJN THEOREM
CF BOOLEAN FUNCTION
DE HAVILLAND DH-I06 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND OH-121 AIRCRAFT






























































SA BALLISTIC MISSILE DECOY
DEEP SPACE
DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY /DSIFI
DEFECT








SA SAGE AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM
CF EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
CF SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
























































SA FREGUENCY COMPRESSICN DEMGDULATDR
SA PHASE DEMODULATOR























CF LON DENSITY GAS




































S PRESSURE VESSEL HEAD DESIGN
S REACTOR DESIGN

































































S ALPHA PLASMA DEVICE
S CARTRIDGE ACTUATED DEVICE






S ELECTRONIC INSPECTION DEVICE




S GUN LAUNCHING DEVICE
S HEAT REJECTION CEVICE


















































































CF SOLID STATE DEVICE
DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZER
SA DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZER
OIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
SA INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
















































































































































CF ALTERNATING CURRENT lAD/
DIRECT READOUT EQUATORIAL HEATHER SATELLITE SYSTEM
DIRECTION FINDER
SA AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER /ADF/
SA RADAR DIRECTION FINDER






























































































































S SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
S STRESS DISTRIBUTION
S STRESS-STRAIN DISTRIBUTION
S SUBLATTICE DISTRIBUTION RATIO
S TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
S VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION






































































CF ANGLE OF ATTACK
CF BOUNDARY LAYER

















DISCOVERER RECOVERY CAPSULE /DRC/




































S DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY /DSIF/
DTA
S DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS IDTAI
DTMB-III GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
DTNB-630 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
DUAL CONTROL PROBLEM
CF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM























DUNGEYS HIND SHEAR MECHANISM
DUQPLASNATRON
DUST
















































































EARTH LAUNCH VEHICLE /ELV/
EARTH MANTLE
















S EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTOR /EBWR/
EC-12XK AIRCRAFT
A-62




























SA LEADING EDGE FLAP
SA LEADING SWEEP























i S EVERSHED EFFECT
S FARADAY EFFECT
S FORBUSH EFFECT









S JET BLAST EFFECT
S KERR EFFECT
S KERREBROCK EFFECT













S SOLAR ACTIVITY EFFECT
S SOLAR EFFECT
S STARK EFFECT









S ECCENTRIC GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY /EGO/
EIGENFUNCTIGN
EIGENVALUE









































CF AIRYS STRESS FUNCTION
CF DEFORMATION
CF FLEXIBILITY







































SA ALTERNATING CURRENT /AC/






































































































































































































































































































































































































































SA OPTICAL EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY
EMITTER
EMOTIONAL FACTOR









































CE NERNST HEAT THEOREM
CE POWER



































SA ELECTRIC ENERGY STORAGE
SA MOMENTUM STORAGE


















SA EXTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
SA GAS GENERATGR ENGINE
SA HYDRAZINE ENGINE /NIMPHE/
SA HYCROX ENGINE






































SA SPACE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
SA STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING














































S EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED REACTOR /EOCR/
EOR




































S FIRST ORDER EQUATION
S FLON EQUATION
S FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION































































































GUIDE TO $t/OJECI IBIDEXE$ EVERSHED EFFECT
SA MATERIALS EROSION
SA RAIN EROSION
























































CF HOHNANN ORBITAL TRANSFER
CF RENDEZVOUS
CF TRANSFER ORBIT






























S ION EXCHANGE MEMBRANE


























SA CESSNA 205 AIRCRAFT
SA HAMEURGER HFB 320 AIRCRAFT
SA PIAGGIO P.166 AIRCRAFT






































EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTOR IEBWRI
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I /EBR-I
EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTOR /EGCR/
EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLEO REACTOR IEOCRI






































































































































FACE CENTERED CUBIC /FCC/ CRYSTAL
CF CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
FACILITY
SA DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY /OSIFI
SA GRGUND HANDLING FACILITY
SA HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY /HNPF/







































FAIREY DELTA 2 AIRCRAFT
FAIRING
CF LANDING GEAR




































































S FEEDBACK FREQUENCY PCDULATICN /FBFM/
FBM WEAPON SYSTEM
S FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE /FBM/ WEAPCN SYSTEM
FCC







FEEDBACK FREQUENCY MODULATION IFBFM/



















































































GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES
FIELD MODE THEORY
FIELD STRENGTH
SA ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH
FIELD THEORY





SA FIGHTER BCMBER AIRCRAFT
























































































































































SA JET AUGMENTED WING FLAP
SA JET FLAP
SA LEADING EDGE FLAP
SA SPLIT FLAP
SA TRAILING-EDGE FLAP































CF X-RAY STRESS MEASUREMENT





























































































































































SA STEADY STATE FLOW








































































SA INDUCED FLUID FLOW































































































CF BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
CF BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
CF TURBULENCE
CF VIBRATION
GUIDE TO rdABJECT INDEXES FORCED VIBRATION
FLUX














SA HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING




























































CF VARIABLE MASS SYSTEM
FORCE DISPLACEMENT INDICATOR
FORCE DISTRIBUTION







FORCEO VIBRATORY MOTION EQUATION
FQRCEO VIBRATORY MOTION EQUATION
FOREBOOY
FORECASTING


















































































































SA RADIO FREQUENCY HEATING



































SA FEECflACK FREQUENCY MODULATION /FBFM/
CF [KTEGRATOR
CF PHASE MODULATION
CF PULSE AMPLITUEE VCDLLATION /PA_/
CF PULSE MCOULATION
FREQUENCY MODULATION PHCTCMULTIPLIER













































































SA BICCHEMICAL FUEL CELL
SA HYOROX FUEL CELL
















GUIDE TO SUOJECT INOEXES FUSION
FUEL GAUGE
SA CAPACITIVE FUEL GAUGE








S_ AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEM
FUEL TANK






































































































































































SA LOW DENSITY GAS
SA METAL-GAS SYSTEM
SA MOLECULAR GAS








































































SA J69-T-25 GAS TURBINE ENGINE
SA T58-GE-BB GAS TURBINE ENGINE



































































SA ALTERNATING CURRENT GENERATOR
SA ARC GENERATOR















SA QUANTUM MECHANICAL GENERATOR











































































SA VARIAPLE GEOMETRY STRUCTURE
GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
S ECCERTRIC GEOPHYSICAL CESERVATERY IE$CI



































































































GODDARO EXPERIMENT PACKAGE /GEP/ TELESCOPE











GOSLING IV ROCKET ENGINE
GOSS








































SA LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT








































SA ULTRASONIC GRINDING MACHINE
GROUND
CF EARTH











SA OTMB-III GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SA DTMB-43D GROUND EFFECT MACHINE












































































SA INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE /ICBN/
SA INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE /IRBM/
SA SEACAT GUIDED MISSILE






































SA ELECTRICALLY SUSPENDED GYROSCOPE
SA ELECTROSTATIC GYM0












































































CF DUAL CONTROL PROBLEM
HAMMERHEAD CONFIGURATION
HANDBOOK
HANOLEY PAGE H.P, 115 AIRCRAFT
HANOLING
SA AIR CARGO HANOLING
SA DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
SA GRCUND HANDLING














































HAWKER P 1127 AIRCRAFT










































































CF GAS GENERATOR ENGINE





























SA AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
SA CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
SA CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
SA LAMINAR HEAT TRANSFER



















































HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST REACTOR /HWCTR/
HEF















SA BELL 204 B HELICOPTER
SA BELL 6T G-38 HELICOPTER
SA BOLKOW BOP 310 GYROOVNE HELICOPTER












SA HILLER OH-SA HELICOPTER
SA LOCKHEED CL-595 HELICOPTER
SA LOCKHEED 186 HELICOPTER
SA MILITARY HELICOPTER
SA NH-41A HELICOPTER




SA SIEMETZKI T-3 HELICOPTER
SA SIKORSKY CH 53A HELICOPTER
SA SIKORSKY S-58 HELICOPTER
SA SIKORSKY 5-64 HELICOPTER








SA HESTLAND MK-IO HELICOPTER







































































































S HIGH RESOLUTION COVERAGE ANTENNA TECHNIQUE EFFECT





HIGH ALTITUDE TARGET AND BACKGROUND MEASUREMENT
HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON


































HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMA DEVICE
HIGH TEMPERATURE PROPELLANT
HIGH VACUUM
HIGH VACUUM ORBITAL SIMULATOR /HIVOS/
HIGH VOLTAGE























S HIGH ALTITUDE TARGET AND BACKGROUND MEASUREMENT
HIVES
S HIGH VOLUME ELECTROSTATIC SAMPLER /HIVES/
HIVOS
S HIGH VACUUM ORBITAL SIMULATCR /HIVOSI
HMX















































































































































































































































CF GROUND EFFECT PACHINE
CF HYDROPLANE
C_ SHIP


















































































CF CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION
CF RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY
HYPERCHAIN EQUATION OF STATE
CF COMPRESSIBILITY




































































































SA ROSS ICE SHELF
SA WARD HUNT ICE SHELF
ICE SURVEILLANCE
CF METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE









S INTERSERVICE DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM /IDEPI
IFR




SA ELECTRIC IGNITION SYSTEM







SA SPONTANEOUS IGNITION TEMPERATURE
IGY
S INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR IIGYI
IL-62 AIRCRAFT


































































































































SA ENGINE FAILURE INDICATCR
SA FLOW DIRECTION INDICATOR





















CF MAGNETIC INDUCTION PROBE
INDUCTION HEATING
CF HYSTERESIS



















































































































SA INTERNAL COMPRESSION INLET
SA SIDE INLET







CF ARTIFICIAL RADIATION BELT
CF OUTER RADIATION BELT
CF TRAPPED RADIATION
A-I12











































SA APPROACH AND LANDING INSTRUMENT
G4JIOE TO SUI_HECT INOEXIS INTERACTION




























































































S PLASMA PARTICLE INTERACTION
S SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION




CF MISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEM
INTERCEPTOR
SA SATELLITE INTERCEPTOR
SA SINGLE INTERCEPTOR SATELLITE ISIS/
CF AIRCRAFT
INTERCOM 1000 COMPUTER
INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE /ICBM/
SA ATLAS D ICBN
SA ATLAS E- ICBM
SA ATLAS ICBM
SA MINUTEMAN ICBM
SA TITAN B ICBM
SA TITAN I ICBM
SA TITAN IT ICBM



















































INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR /IGY/
INTERNATIONAL LAW
INTERNATIONAL PRACTICAL TEMPERATURE SCALE /IPTSI
INTERNATIONAL QUIET SUN YEAR /IQSY/
INTERNATIONAL SATELLITE FOR IONOSPHERIC STUDY



































CF CRYSTAL STRUCTURE DEFECT
CF LATTICE IMPERFECTION
INTERTROPICAL ARC















































































































































































CF SUDDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCE /SID/
IONOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
ICSV
S INTERORBITAL SPACE VEHICLE IIOSVI
IPTS
S INTERNATIONAL PRACTICAL TEMPERATURE SCALE IIPTSI
IQSY































































































































SA BAC TSR 2 AIRCRAFT
SA PESSERSCHMITT HE P 160 AIRCRAFT
SA MESSERSCHMITT ME P 308 AIRCRAFT
SA SIEBEL SIAT 311A AIRCRAFT




SA FLUIC JET AMPLIFIER
JET ASSISTED TAKEOFF























SA JP-6 JET FUEL

















SA ILYUSHIN IL-62 AIRCRAFT
SA MESSERSCHMITT ME P 160 AIRCRAFT
SA MESSERSCHMITT ME P 308 AIRCRAFT
SA SIEBEL SIAT 311A AIRCRAFT
SA TUPOLEV TU-IOBA AIRCRAFT





















































































































































SA ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES
SA ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY
SA HUMAN FACTOR LABORATORY
SA MISSILE TESTING LABORATORY
SA NUCLEAR ENERGY LABORATORY
SA SPACE LABORATORY



























































SA APPROACH E LANDING
SA HORIZONTAL LANDING
SA LUNAR LANDING
SA PILOT LANDING AIR TELEVISION /PLAT/ SYSTEM
SA PLANETARY LANDING
SA SOFT LANDING
SA TAKEOFF AND LANDING




CF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
CF AIRPORT
CF ALL-WEATFER AIR NAVIGATION












SA LUNAR LANDING MODULE
SA MARS EXCURSION MODULE IMEM/
LANDING SIMULATION
LANDING SITE
SA LUNAR LANDING SITE
LANDING SPEED
LANDING SYSTEM
SA AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEM




































































SA ATLAS ABLE V LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA ATLAS AGENA B LAUNC_ VEHICLE
SA ATLAS AGENA LAUNCF VEHICLE
SA ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA BLUE STREAK LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA BOOSTER RECOVERY
SA BOOSTER TANK
SA CELIA LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA DIAMANT LAUNCH VEFICLE
SA EARTH LAUNCH VEHICLE /ELV/
SA ECHO I CARRIER RCCKET
SA ELDO LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA HTOHL LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA NATIONAL LAUNC_ VEHICLE PROGRAM
SA NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA RECOVERY EOOSTER
SA ROCKET BOOSTER
SA SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SATURN S-IV LAUNCH VEHICLE TEST SITE
SA SATURN I ISA-I/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SATURN I /SA-2/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SATURN ! /SA-3/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SATURN I /SA-6/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SATURN I /SA-5/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SATURN I /SA-T/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SATURN V LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
LAUNCHWINDDW
SASTANDARDL UNCHVEHICLE-F-IISLV-F-1/
SA STANDARO LAUNCH VEHICLE-[ ISLV-T/
SA STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-IB /SLV-1B/
SA STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-2A /SLV-2A/
SA STANDARC LAUNCH VE_ICLE-3 /SLV-3/
SA STANDARO LAUNCH VEHICLE-5 ISLV-5/
SA THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA THOR LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA TITAN LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA VANGUARD II CARRIER ROCKET


















SA ELECTROMAGNETIC SPACECRAFT RAIL LAUNCHER
SA GUN LAUNCHING DEVICE
SA HYPERVELOCITY LAUNCHER
SA MOBILE MISSILE LAUNCHER
SA ROCKET LAUNCHING DEVICE
LAUNCHING FACILITY











SA NEWTON-BUSEMANN PRESSURE LAW
A-126







































SA ROUNDED LEADING EDGE
SA SHARP LEADING EDGE
GUIDE1_._ILIIE£T IIII_'KES LIFT







































































































































































































































































LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTOR /LNCR/
































LITTLE JOE II LAUNCH VEHICLE
LITTLE JOE PROJECT
LITTLE JOHN MISSILE






LIVERNGRE POOL TYPE REACTOR /LPTR/
LMCR


























































SA CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM














LOS ALANOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR ILANPREI
CF LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTOR ILMCRI
OF POWER REACTOR
CF RESEARCH REACTOR
LOS ALAflOS TURRET REACTOR












LOW ASPECT RATIO WING
CF ASPECT RATIO
LOW DENSITY GAS



























S LIGUIO OXYGEN /LOX/
LOX-HYDROGEN ENGINE
LPTR














SA SODIUM FILM LUBRICATION
SA SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL LUBRICATION







































































SA LUNIK I LUNAR PROBE
SA LUNIK II LUNAR PROBE
SA LUNIK III LUNAR PROBE
SA MARINER ]I] SPACE PROBE
SA PIONEER iV LUNAR PROBE
SA RANGER I LUNAR PROBE
SA RANGER II LUNAR PROBE
SA RANGER Ill LUNAR PROBE
SA RANGER IV LUNAR PROBE













HA-1 FLIGHT DIRECTOR SYSTEM
LUNAR SURFACE














LUNIK | LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK lI LUNAR PROBE h

















CF XN-B6 ROCKET ENGINE
M-S7 ROCKET ENGINE
CF XN-57 ROCKET ENGINE

















S FATIGUE TESTING MACHINE
S GRINCING MACHINE
S GRGUND EFFECT MACHINE














































































SA FORCE-FREE MAGNETIC FIELD
SA GALACTIC MAGNEIIC FIELD
SA GEOMAGNETIC FIELD
SA INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
SA INTERSTELLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
SA MAGNETIC SUSPENSICN
SA NONUNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD
SA SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
SA STELLAR MAGNETIC FIELD















































































































































SA SPACE RENDEZVOUS MANEUVER
SA SPACECRAFT MANEUVER



















MANNED AERODYNAMIC REUSABLE SPACESHIP /MARS/
MANNED AIRCRAFT
MANNED ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORY /MORLI







































MARINER R-I SPACE PROBE
MARINER R-2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER SPACE PROBE
MARINER I SPACE PROBE
MARINER I/ SPACE PROBE





S MANNE_ AERODYNAMIC REUSABLE SPACESHIP /MARS/
S MOBILE ATLANTIC RANGE STATION /MARS/
MARS /PLANET/
SA EARTH MARS RENOEZVOUS TRAJECTORY
MARS ATMOSPHERE
MARSEXCURSIONMODULEIMEM/







































SA PAYLOAO MASS RATIO

























































































S MULTIPLE AIRBORNE TARGET TRAJECTORY SYSTEM
MAULER MISSILE
MAX HOLSTE MH 260 AIRCRAFT





















S DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT











S HOT-WIRE TURBULENCE MEASURING APPARATUS
S HUMIDITY MEASUREMENT
S IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT


































S WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
MEASURING APPARATUS
SA CARCIAC FREQUENCY METER
SA HOT-WIRE TURBULENCE MEASURING APPARATUS
SA INERTIAL MEASURING UNIT





























































































































MESSERSCHMITT ME P 160 AIRCRAFT









































































































































































































































SA TIROS I SATELLITE
SA TIROS II SATELLITE
A-X62
SA TIROS V SATELLITE















CF ATMOSPHERIC CONDITION EFFECT
CF ATMCSPHERIC ENERGETICS


























SA LIGHT SCATTERING METER
SA MAGNETOMETER








































S LEAST SQUARES METHOD







S MONTE CARLO METHOD
S NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD
S PERCUS METHOD
S POINT MATCHING METHOD
S PRODUCTION METHOD
S RELAXATION METHOD







S TRAVELING SOLVENT METHOD
S VARIATION METHOD


































CF ELECTRON BEAM MACHINE
CF OPTICAL COUPLING




















CF AIREORNE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT









































































SA BAC TSR 2 AIRCRAFT
SA LOCKHEED XV-6A AIRCRAFT
SA SHORT BELFAST C. PKI AIRCRAFT
SA V-6A AIRCRAFT
SA WHITWORTH GLGSTER AW 650 AIRCRAFT
MILITARY AVIATION
MILITARY HELICOPTER







































































CF INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE /ICBM/
CF MISSILE
MIROS PROGRAM









SA AIR TO AIR MISSILE






SA BALLISTIC MISSILE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM /BMEWS/








SA HOUND DOG MISSILE
SA LACROSSE MISSILE
SA LANCE MISSILE




SA POLARIS AI MISSILE
SA POLARIS A2 MISSILE
SA POLARIS AZA MISSILE







SA SPRINT URBAN MISSILE
SA SS-II MISSILE
SA SUBRQC MISSILE




































































































S WIND TUNNEL MODEL
MODEL 1100 AIRCRAFT







SA FEEDBACK FREQUENCY MODULATION IFBFM/
SA FREQUENCY MODULATION
SA INTERMODULATICN
SA IONOSPHERIC CROSS MODULATION
SA OPTICAL MODULATION
MODULATION
MODULATION INDUCING RETROOIRECTIVE OPTICAL SYSTEM
SA PHASE MODULATION
SA PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION IPAMI
SA PULSE CODE MODULATIC_ IPCMI
SA PULSE GURATIDN MODULATION IPDM/
SA PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION /PFM/
SA PULSE POSITION MODULATION /PPM/
SA PULSE RATIO MODULATION IPRMI
SA PULSE-TIME MODULATION
SA PULSE WIDTH MODULATION /PWM/
SA SINGLE-SIDEBAND DEMCDULATICN
SA SINOLE-SIOEBAND MODULATION
SA TRAVELING WAVE MCDULATIDN
SA VELOCITY MODULATION








































































GU|DETO SUBJECT INOEXES NDRPHO
MOLECULAR TRAJECTORY
MOLECULAR WEIGHT









































SA IN FLIGHT MONITORING













SA PICKERS VCIO AIRCRAFT
NONOPOLE ANTENNA SYSTEM
NONCPROPELLANT












CF EARTH NCON SYSTEM
CF EARTH MOON TRAJECIORY
CF HANSEN LUNAR THEORY
CF HILL LUNAR THEORY
MOON ILLUSION
NOON QUAKE PROJECT
MOON TO EARTH TRAJECTORY
MOONNATCH PROGRAM
MOP































































MOVING TARGET INDICATOR /MTI/ RADAR
MR-2 MISSION
MSRE
S MCLTEN-SALT REACTOR /MSRE/
MTI









MULTIPLE AIRBORNE TARGET TRAJECTORY SYSTEM YMAITS/
MULTIPLE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM SYSTEM































































S NORTH AMERICA_ SEARCH AND RANGING RADAR INASARRI
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ACT
NATIONAL AIR SPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM
NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM












SA COLLISION AVOIDANCE NAVIGATION
SA INERTIAL NAVIGATION
SA INTERPLANETARY NAVIGATION




























SA DIGITAL NAVIGATIDN SYSTEM


































SA AUTDNOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
SA CENTRAL NERVEUS SYSTEM

































































































































































































































































CF DUAL CONTROL PROBLEM
NONLINEAR SYSTEM
CF LINEAR SYSTEM



































































































SA STAR FISH PROJECT
























SA NUCLEAR-ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY
CF SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
NUCLEAR POWER CONVERSION
NUCLEAR POWERPLANT
SA NL-I NUCLEAR POWERPLANT
NUCLEAR RADIATION





























































































OAK RIDGE ISOCHRONGUS CYCLOTRON IORIC/
CAE







S RADIO ECHO OBSERVATION
S RAOIG OBSERVATION
S SATELLITE OBSERVATION
S SOLAR RADIATION OBSERVATION
S SIRATO-LAB OBSERVATICN
OBSERVATORY
SA ADVANCED ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY IACSOI
SA ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY
SA ECCENTRIC GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY /EGO/
SA GECPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
SA LUNAR OBSERVATORY
SA ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 10GO/
SA ORBITING SCLAR OBSERVATORY I /OSC-II























S OPERATIONAL FLIGF:T A_D TACTICS TRAIkER /OFIT/
CGEE WING
CGIVE







































S COLD DECK OPERATION
S FISHBCWL CPSRATI_k
S HOT DECK CPERATIC_
S PEA SOUP CPERATICh
S PREFLIGHT OPERATICN



































































































SA TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL
CF REVERSE TIME
A-160
























SA TWENTY-FOUR HOUR ORBIT
SA TWO-EDDY ORBIT
ORBIT CALCULATION













CF EXPERIMENTAL REFLECTOR ORBITAL SHOT PROJECT
ORBITAL SIMULATOR
ORBITAL SPACE STATION
SA MANNED ORBITAL SPACE STATION /MOSS/
ORBITAL TRANSFER





ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY lOAD/
ORBITING DIPOLE
ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY lOGO/
SA POLAR ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY /PCGO/
ORBITING SATELLITE
ORBITING SOLAR CBSERVATCRY I /OSO-I/
ORBITING SOLAR CBSERVATCRY II /DSO-II/







































































































CF ARTIFICIAL RADIATION EELT
CF INNER RADIATION EELT
CF TRAPPED RADIATION




































































SA HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN












































































































GU|DETO.T_JECT |NOIEXES PARTICLE SIZE
CF MAGNETIC MOMENT













































































PARTICLE IN CELL TECHNIQUE
PARTICLE INTENSITY
PARTICLE MASS















































S PEBBLE BED REACTOR EXPERIMENT IPBRE/
PCM
S PULSE CODE MODULATION IPCMI
A-166
POM












































GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES PERTURBATION
SA VIBRATION PERCEPTION
CF COGNITION




















































































































































































































































































































































GUIDE TO SUBJECT INOEXES PILOT
CF ELECTRON TUBE
CF PHOTOMULTIPLIER





































































































PICNEER I SPACE PROBE
PIONEER IV LUNAR PROBE
























































































































SA CYCLOPS PLASMA ACCELERATOR
PLASMA ARC
CF ARO CHAMBER





































































































































































































S POLAR CRBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY IPCGO/
PCHLHAUSEN SOLUTION










































































































































































SA AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT DETERMINATION IAROD/

















































































CF ROILING WATER REACTOR







































































SA NEWTON-BUSEMANN PRESSURE LAW











CF HYPERCHAIN EQUATION OF STATE
PRESSURE APPARATUS
PRESSURE BREATHING







SA SUPERSONIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
PRESSURE DRAG
PRESSURE DROP





























SA FUEL TANK PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM
PRESSURIZED CABIN
CF AIRCRAFT CABIN
CF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
PRESSURIZED SUIT
CF FLIGHT CLOTHING















PRINCETON DYNAMIC MODEL TRACK
PRINCETON SAILWING
PRINCIPLE


















S PULSE RATIO MCCULATION /PRM/
PROBABILITY



































S BLUNT BODY PROBLEM





S EULER TWO CENTER PROBLEM
S G_URSAT PKCBLEM






S SAINT VENANT FLEXLRE PROBLEM
S THREE-BODY PROBLEM

























S PROPULSIVE FLUID ACCUMULATOR IPROFAC/
PRCFICENCY MEASUREMENT
PROFILE











S DCWNRANCE ANTIMISSILE MEASUREMENT PROGRAM /DAMP/
S GULLIVER PRBGRAM





S LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLLTONIUM REACTOR /LAMPRE/
S LUNAR PROGRAM
S MARINER A PROGRAM
S MARINER B PROGRAM
S MARINER C PROGRAM
S MARINER PROGRAM
S MARINER R PROGRAM
S MCC_WATCH PROGRAM
S MULTISATELLITE AUGMENTATION PROGRAM-A /MUSAP A/
S NASA PROGRAM
S NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PRCGRAM
S NUCLEAR ELECTRONIC EFFECTS PROGRAM /NEEP/
S OPTICAL SATELLITE TRACKING PROGRAM
S PLANETARY-INTERPLANETARY PROGRAM
S PLOWSHARE PROGRAM
S PLUTO NUCLEAR RAMJET PROGRAM
S SET PROGRAM
S SPACE PROGRAM
S SPACE TRAJECTORY PROGRAM
S SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PROGRAM
S SPACEWARN PROGRAM






















S BIG JOE PROJECT
S BUMBLEBEE PRCJEC'T






S EXPERIMENTAL REFLECTCR ORBITAL SHOT PROJECT /EROS/
S GNCME PROJECT





S ICE WAY PROJECT
S JUPITER PROJECT








G4110_ TO SUIBJIIECT IlIBEXJES PROPELLANT TANK
S ROUGH ROAD PROJECT
S SCORPIO PROJECT

























SA RADIO SIGNAL PROPAGATION
SA SCATIER PROPAGATION













SA DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANT
SA hIGH ENERGY PROPELLANT















































































SA FREE RADICAL PROPULSION
SA HYBRID PROPULSION
SA INTERPLANETARY PROPULSION CONFIGURATION













































SA CERAMAL PROTECTIVE COATING





































PROVOST TMK3 JET TRAINER
PRTR



































PULSE AMPLITUDE NCDULATICN /PAN/
CF FRECUENEY MODULATION
CF TELEMETRY









PULSE DURATION MODULATION /PDM/





CF ULTRASONIC LIGHT MOCULATOR /ULMI
PULSE MeTOR
PULSE MOTOR
PULSE POSITION MODULATION IPPMI















































































































































SA CONTINUOUS WAVE ICWI RADAR
SA DOPPLER RAGAR
SA PCNCPULSE RADAR
SA NORTH AMERICAN SEARCH AND RANGING RADAR /NASARR/
SA OPTICAL RADAR









































SA SOLAR RADAR REFLECTION







SA HARVARD RADIO METEOR PROJECT
SA STELATRAC RADAR SYSTEM



































SA LONG WAVE RADIATION
SA LUNAR RAY
'SA LYMAN ALPHA RADIATION







GU|OIE TO SU@JECT INDEXES RAOICAL
SA RADIC FREQUENCY RADIATION
SA REFLECTED RAY
SA REFRACTED RAY






















SA ARTIFICIAL RADIATION BELT
SA INNER RADIATION BELT
SA OUTER RADIATION BELT




































































SA POLAR RADIO BLACKCtT
RADIO BURST











SA ULTRA-SHORT-WAVE RADIO EQUIPMENT




















































SA COSMIC RADIO WAVE
SA GALACTIC RADIO NAVE






















































































SA SUPERSONIC CGMBUSTIQN RAMJET MISSILE /SCRAM/
RAMP
RAMTAC




















SA MISSILE TEST RANGE
SA _O@ILE ATLANTIC RANGE STATION /MARS/
















RANGER LUNAR LANCING VEHICLE
RANGER PROJECT
RANGER I LUNAR PROBE
RANGER I/ LUNAR PROBE
RANGER III LUNAR PROBE
RANGER IV LUNAR PRCBE
RANGER V LUNAR PRONE
























































S SIGNAL TC NOISE RATIO
S STANDING WAVE RATIO
S STRESS RATIO
S THICKNESS RATIO

































S RELATIVE _ICLCGIC_L EFFECTIVENESS /REEl
RCC






















SA ADVANCED TEST REACTOR
SA BOILING HATER REACTOR
SA CHEMICAL REACTOR
SA ENGINEERING TEST REACTOR
SA FAST REACTOR
SA FLUIDIZED-BED REACTOR
SA GAS COOLED REACTOR /GCR/
SA GASEOUS FISSION REACTOR
SA HALCEN BOILING WATER REACTOR /HBWRI
SA HANFORD PROOUCTICN REACTOR /N/
SA HANFORD REACTOR




SA KIWI B-1A REACTOR
SA KIWI B-IB REACTOR
SA KIWI B-4 REACTOR
SA KIWI E-4A REACTOR
SA KIWI ROCKET REACTOR
SA LIQUID COOLEO REACTOR
SA LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTOR /LMCR/
SA LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR /LAMPRE/
SA LOS AlAMOS TURRET REACTOR
SA LOS ALAMOS WATER BOILER REACTOR
SA MATERIALS TESTING REACTOR
SA MOLTEN-SALT REACTOR /MSRE/
SA ORGANIC COOLED REACTCR
SA ORGANIC MODERATED REACTOR
SA PHOEBUS NUCLEAR REACTOR
SA PLUM BROOK REACTOR
SA PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR




SA TORY II-A REACTOR
SA TORY II-C REACTOR
SA TOWER SHIELDING REACTOR IT
SA TRANSIENT REACTOR TEST /TREAT/ FACILITY
SA TRIGA MARK F REACTOR
SA WATER COOLED REACTOR
SA WATER MODERATED REACTOR
SA ZERO POWER REACTOR IT EZPR-II/
SA ZERO POWER REACTOR liT IZPR-IIII
SA ZERO POWER REACTOR VII IZPR-VIII












REACTOR IN-FLIGHT TEST /RIFT/ PROJECT
REACTOR MATERIAL




































































SA ELECTRONIC RECORDING INSTRUMENT





SA SHOCK WAVE RECORDER
SA TAPE RECORDER
SA WAVE RECORDER








SA VISUAL DISCRIMINATION RECOVERY
SA WATER RECOVERY
RECOVERY BOOSIER

























































SA TRAILBLAZER I REENTRY VEHICLE
A-196
SA TRAILBLAZER IT REENTRY VEHICLE
CF SPACECRAFT
REFERENCE SYSTEM
SA INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEM




















































































































































SA EARTH ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS /EOR/




















SA HEALTH PHYSICS RESEARCH REACTOR
CF BOILING WATER REACTOR
A-198
CF LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR ILAMPREI



























































SA ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE


































SA AIRCRAFT EREATHING APPARATUS
SA ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION
SA EMERGENCY BREATHING TECENIQUE



































































































































SA AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
SA AGENA C ROCKET
SA AGENA ROCKET
SA ASTROBEE ISCO ROCKET
SA ASTROBEE 200 ROCKET
SA ATHENA ROCKET
SA BLACK BRANT ROCKET
SA BLACK BRANT I ROCKET
SA BLACK BRANT III RCCKET
SA BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET
SA BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET






SA EXOS SOUNDING ROCKET

























SA VENUS FLY TRAP ROCKET
SA VERCNIQ_E V-27 RCCKET









SA ALECTC ROCKET ENGINE
SA ALGOL ROCKET ENGINE
SA BE-3 ROCKET ENGINE
SA CYCLOPS IT ROCKET ENGINE
SA F-] ROCKET ENGINE
SA GOSLING IV ROCKET ENGINE
SA H-1 ROCKET ENGINE
SA HERCULES ROCKET ENGINE
SA J-2 ROCKET ENGINE
SA LIQUIO PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE
SA LITHERGOL ROCKET ENGINE
SA LOX-HYDROGEN ENGINE
SA LR87-AJ-3 ROCKET ENGINE
SA LRgt-AJ-3 ROCKET ENGINE
SA N-1 ROCKET ENGINE
SA N-55 ROCKET ENGINE
SA N-56 ROCKET ENGINE
SA 14--57 ROCKET ENGINE
ROCKET ENGINE ADVANCEMENT PROGRAM
SA NO-3 ROCKET ENGINE
SA MG-[8 ROCKET ENGINE
SA RL-IO A-I ROCKET ENGINE
SA RL-IO A-3 ROCKET ENGINE
SA RL-IO ROCKET ENGINE
SA ROOK ROCKET ENGINE
SA SHAVETAIL ROCKET ENGINE
SA SMOKY JOE ROCKET ENGINE
SA SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE
SA SYNCOM APOGEE ROCKET ENGINE
SA TE-289 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TE-34_ ROCKET ENGINE
SA TE-345 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TE-359 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TE-364 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TE-375 ROCKET ENGIkE
SA TE-385 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TX-13 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TX-77 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TX-280 ROCKET ENGINE
SA TX-306 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XB-1 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XB-2 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XLRg1-AJ-5 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XM-33 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XM-56 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XM-57 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XM-81 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XM-85 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XM-E6 ROCKET ENGINE
SA X248 ROCKET ENGINE
SA X253CI ROCKET ENGINE
SA X254 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XZ57E2 ROCKET ENGINE
SA XZSE ROCKET ENGINE
SA X25EAI ROCKET ENGINE
SA X258BI ROCKET ENGINE
SA X259 ROCKET ENGINE
SA X261 ROCKET ENGINE
SA X262 ROCKET ENGINE
SA YLR87-AJ-5 ROCKET ENGINE
SA YLRgI-AJ-5 ROCKET ENGINE
CF HYDRAZINE ENGINE INIMPHEI
CF PROPULSION SYSTEM
A-202




























SA MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLE
SA NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLE /NERVA/
ROCKETRY
















































































































SA INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULE /IFR/




















































S INTERPLANETARY MONITORING PLATFORM A /IMP-A/
S-19 SATELLITE
S EXPLORER XV SATELLITE
SAAB-37 AIRCRAFT




















































S SENSOR FOR AIRBORNE TERRAIN ANALYSIS /SATAN/
SATELLITE
SA ACTIVE SATELLITE









SA COSMOS ! SATELLITE
SA COSMOS II SATELLITE
SA COSMOS III SATELLITE
SA CCSMOS IV SATELLITE
SA COSMOS V SATELLITE
SA COSMOS Vl SATELLITE
SA COSMOS VII SATELLITE
SA COURIER SATELLITE
SA DISCOVERER SATELLITE
SA DISCOVERER XVII SATELLITE
SA DISCOVERER XVlIl SATELLITE
SA DISCOVERER XXlX SATELLITE
SA DISCOVERER XXX SATELLITE
A-205
SATELLITE
SA DISCOVERER XXXI SATELLITE
SA DISCCVERER XXXII SATELLITE
SA DISCOVERER XXXVI SATELLITE
SA DISCOVERER XXXVIII SATELLITE
SA ECHC SATELLITE
SA ECHO I SATELLITE




SA EXPLORER I SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER III SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER IV SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER V SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER VI SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER VII SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER VIII SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER IX SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER X SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XI SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XII SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XIII SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XIV SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XV SATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XVI SATELLITE




SA GRAVITY GRADIENT SATELLITE
SA INJ_N SATELLITE
SA INJUN I SATELLITE
SA INJUN II SATELLITE
SA INJUN III SATELLITE
SA ISIS SATELLITE
SA LARGOS SATELLITE
SA LOW FREQUENCY TRANSIONOSPHERIC ILOFTII SATELLITE
SA MANEUVERABLE SATELLITE
SA METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
SA MIDAS II SATELLITE
SA MIDAS Ill SATELLITE
SA MIDAS IV SATELLITE























SA SAN MARCO SATELLITE
SA SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
SA SCORE SATELLITE
SA SINGLE INTERCEPTOR SATELLITE /SIS/
SA SOLAR RADIATION III SATELLITE
SA SPUTNIK I SATELLITE
SA SPUTNIK IT SATELLITE
SA SPUTNIK III SATELLITE
SA SPUTNIK IV SATELLITE
SA SPUTNIK V SATELLITE
SA SPUTNIK VI SATELLITE
SA SPUTNIK VIII SATELLITE
SA SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS ISYNCOM-II/ SATELLITE
SA SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE
SA TELSTAR SATELLITE
SA TELSTAR II SATELLITE
SA TIROS O SATELLITE
SA TIROS E SATELLITE
SA TIROS F SATELLITE
SA TIROS G SATELLITE
SA TIROS H SATELLITE
SA TIROS SATELLITE
SA TIROS I SATELLITE
SA TIROS II SATELLITE
SA TIROS .III SATELLITE
SA TIROS V SATELLITE
GUIDE TO SUBJECT INDEXES SATURN V LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA TIROS VII SATELLITE
SA TRAAC SATELLITE
SA TRANSIT SATELLITE
SA TRANSIT IB SATELLITE
SA TWENTY-FOUR HOUR SATELLITE
SA LK lit SATELLITE
SA VANGUARD SATELLITE
SA VANGUARD I SATELLITE
SA VANGUARD IT SATELLITE











































SATURN O LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN S-I STAGE
SATURN S- II STAGE
SATURN S- IV LAUNCH VEHICLE TEST SITE
SATURN S-IV STAGE
SATURN I #SA-I# LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I #SA-2# LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I _SA-3/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I #SA-A/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I /SA-5/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I /SA-T/ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN ! LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLE


























































































SA PHYSI_CAL SCIENCE /GENI
SA SPACE SCIENCE












S SILICON CONTROL RECTIFIER /SCR/
SCRAM









S SITE DATA PROCESSOR /SOP/
SEA
















































































































CF SOLID STATE PLASMA



















































CF BCUNDARY LAYER SEPARATICN
SEPARATION

















































































CF AIRYS STRESS FUNCTICN
CF FORCE























































































SA ELECTROMAGNETIC SHOCK TUBE
SA MAGNETIC ANNULAR SHOCK TUBE /MAST/
CF WAVE SUPERHEAIER
SHOCK WAVE
SA NORMAL SHOCK WAVE



















SHORT BELFAST C HK 1 AIRCRAFT
SHORT RANGE MISSILE
SHORT SO. 1 AIRCRAFT
SHORT SO-5 AIRCRAFT
SHORT NAVE RADIATION






























SIEBEL SI 204 O AIRCRAFT



















SA RAEID SIGNAL ABSORPTION
SA RADIO SIGNAL PRDPOGATIDN





















































SA ORGANIC SILICON COMPOUND


























S SIMULTANEOUS IMAGE CORRELATION ISIMICOR/
SIMILARITY HYPOTHESIS




























SA GENERAL PURPOSE AIRBORNE SIMULATOR




































































SATELLIT2 INTERCEPTOR PROGRAM /SIP/



















































SMCKY JOE ROCKET ENGINE
SMOOTHING
SMU
S SPACE SELF-MANEUVERING UNIT ISMU/
SNAP
S SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SNCW
OF ICE










































































SOLAR ENERGY ABSORPTICN FILM
SA INORGANIC SOLAR ENERGY ABSORPTION FILM












CF SOLAR CORPUSCULAR STREAM






























SOLAR RADIATION I SATELLITE






































SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE
SA ATHENA ROCKET
SA TX-306 ROCKET ENGINE
















































































SA IONIC SOUND WAVE

















SA EXDS SOUNDING ROCKET

































SA SAM SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR
CF TRAINING ECUIPMENT
SPACE CAPSULE








SPACE DETECTION AND TRACKING SYSTEM /SPADATS/
SPACE ELECTRIC ROCKET TEST /SERT/
SPACE ENVIRONMENT
CF EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT








SA MANNED SPACE FLIGPT
SA CNE-WAY SPACE FLIGHT




SPACE FREQUENCY EQUIVALENCE ISFEI
SPACE GLIDER














SA CUMEEELL SPACE PRCBE
SA MARINER R-I SPACE PROBE
SA MARINER R-2 SPACE PROBE
SA MARINER I SPACE PROBE
SA MARINER IT SPACE PROBE
SC PIC_£KR I SPACE PROB_
SA PIONEER IV SPACE PROBE




SA EURGPEAN SPACE PROGRAM
SA NASA PROGRAM














CF SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATION
SPACE SIMULATOR
SPACE STATION
SA MANNED CRPITAL SPACE STATION /MOSS/

















SA INTERCREITAL SPACE VEHICLE /IOSV/
SA PHAETCN SPACE VEFICLE
SA PHOTO RECONNAISSANCE SPACE VEHICLE
SA RECOVERABLE SPACE VEFICLE
CF SATELLITE
CF SPACECRAFT




















SA VOSTCK I SPACECRAFT
SA VOSTOK IT SPACECRAFT
SA VDSTCK Ill SPACECRAFT
SA VOSTGK IV SPACECRAFT
SA VCSTCK V SPACECRAFT


















































SA OIGITAL SPACECRAFT TELEVISION
SPACECRAFT TRACKING















































































































































































GUIDE TO SU6JECT INOEXES STABILITY
SPINNING RECOVERY





































































































SA L_TERAL STABILITY ANO CONTROL
SA LOhGITUCINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL




SA FLIGHT STABILITY TEST

















SA SATURN S-II STAGE
























STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-F-I ISLV-F-11
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-1 ISLV-I/
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-1B ISLV-IB/
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-2A /SLV-2A/
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE-3 /SLV-3/
















GUIDE TO SI,HSJEC.T |NOIEXES STATISTICS
SA VAIN SEGUENCE STAR





SA WVITE CWARF STAR
CF GALAXY
CF RACIC STAR SIGNAL
CF SUPERNCVA
STAR CLUSTER


























SA HUGDNIOT E_UATICN OF STATE















































































CF WEAPON SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
STEERABLE ANTENNA
STEERING
CF ROCKET STEERING MCTOR
SIEFAN-BOLTZNANN LAW












































STF 102K TURBOFAN ENGINE


























SA ECLKOW-SIEBEL BS-210 AIRCRAFT
SA EREG_ET Gg6I AIRCRAFT


















GF CRY CELL BATTERY
A-229
























































































































SA ENERGY METHCD STRESS CALCULATIDN






GUIDE TO SMBJECT |NOEXES
STRESS MEASUREMENT
SA PHOTCELASTIC STRESS MEASUREMENT
















































































































SUDDEN ENHANCEMENT OF ATMOSPHERICS /SEA/






































SUNDERLAND V FLYING BOAT






























SA BAD TSR 2 AIRCRAFT
SA CONCCRDE AIRCRAFT
SUPERSCNIC AIRFOIL
SUPERSONIC CONBUSTI_N RANJET MISSILE /SCRAM/



























SA CROUNE OPERATIONAL S_PPCRT SYSTEM IGOSS/
SA GROLNC SUPPORT SYST_
























SA SWEPTBACK TAIL SURFACE
SAT TAIL SURFACE
SA TAIL SURFACE














































































































SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS /SYNCON/ SATELLITE
SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS ISYNCOM-III SATELLITE












SYNCOM APCGEE RCCKET ENGINE
SYNCCM PRCJECT









































S ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM
S AEROSPACE SYSTEM
S AIR CEFE_'SE SYSTEM
S AIRCRAFT HYCRAULIC SYSTEM
S BORCN-HYDRCGEN-C XYGE_ SYSTEM
S CARE IOVASCULAR SYSTEM
S CARRIER SYSTEM
S CIRCULATORY SYSTEM




S CGNTINUCLS FLEW SYSTEM
S COOL ING SYSTEM
S CCCRCINATE SYSTEM
S CATA ACAPTIVE EVALLATOR &MCNITCRING SYSTEM
S CATA HA/_CLING SYSTEM
S DATA REACOUT SYSTEM
S DIGESTIVE SYSIEM
S DIGITAL CAPACITANCE SYSTEM
S CIGITAL CCMMUNICATIC_S SYSTEM
S CIRECT REACOUT ECUATCRIAL WEATHER SATELLITE SYSTEM
S CISPLAY SYSTEM
S EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
S EARTH MCCN SYSTEM
S ECDLOGICAL SYSTEM
S ELASTIC SYSTEM
S ENGINE MONITORING SYSTEM
S EXHAUST SYSTEM




• S FRECUENCY TRANSLATICh SYSTEM
S FUEL SYSTEM
A-236
S GODDARD RANGE ANC RATE SYSTEM
S GROUND OPERATIONAL StPPORT SYSTEM /GCSS/
S GUIDANCE SYSTEM
S _ENATDPOIETIC SYSTEM























S PROPULSIVE FLUIC ACCLMLLATCR /PRCFACI
S PULSEO DOPPLER SYSTEM
S RACAR SYSTEM
S RACID CIRECTION-FINCING SYSTEM
S RAIN REMOVAL SYSTEM
S RECEIVING SYSTEM
S REDUNDANT SYSTEM










S SYNCHRONCUS SATELLITE SYSTEM
_dLl|_ TO StllLIgCT I|UlS TAIL SURFACE
S SYNOPTIC SYSTEM
S TAKEOFF SYSTEM
S THERMIONlC CENVERSI[N SYSTEM
S THERMOELECTRIC CONVERSION SYSTEM
S THERMOMAGNETTC CONVERSION SYSTEM
S TRACKING SYSTEM
S TRAJECTORY MEASURING SYSTEM
S TWO PHASE SYSTEM
S VARIABLE MASS SYSTEM
S WARNING SYSTEM
S WEAPON SYSTEM
S WEAPON SYSTEM IC7A-2
S WEAPON SYSTEM 133A
S WEAPON SYSTEM 133B




SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER /SNAP/ PROGRAM
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-1 /SNAP--I/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-2 /SNAP--Z/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-3 /SNAP-'3/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-6 /SNAP-6/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-5 /SNAF"'5/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-6 /SNAP"6/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-T /SNAP-T/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-T0 /SNAP-TO/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY PCWER-B /SNAP-B/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-9 /SNAP--9/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-L3 /SNAP-13/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-TB /SNAP-TB/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-IOA /SNAP-LOA/
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER-11 /SNAP--11/





















$A INTERFERENCE FACTOR TABLE
SA HATHEMATICAL TABLE
TAGAN
S TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION /TACAN/
TACHOMETER
TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION /TACAN/












SA HDRIZCNTAL TAIL SLREACE




TAILORED EXHAUST VELOCITY ROCKET /TEVROC/
TAKEOFF























































































S CROP SPRAYING TECFNIQUE
S EIGITAL TFC_hICLE
S EMERGENCY _REAT_ING TECHNIQUE
S FAR_EAY-ECPPLER 1EC_t_I_bE
S IMAGING TEC_NI_bE
S INCUCTICN LCCP TECHNICUE
S PARTICLE IN C_LL 1ECHNIGbE



























SA AUTOMATIC DATA EVALUATION SYSTEM IVADEI
SA PREOETECTICN RECORDING
A-239













SA STRATESCCFE I TELESECPE
SA STRATCSCCRE II TELESCCPE
TELEVISION
_a ctCS[r C!_EU!T TELE_!SIE_
SA ECUCATICNAL TELEVISIEN


















































































































S COLD FLEW TEST




































































S TAILCREO EXHAUST VELOCITY ROCKET /TEVROC/
TEXAS









S CASTIGLIANC VARIATIONAL THEOREM













































S GRAVITY FIELD THEORY
S CROUP THEORY
S NANSEN LUNAR THECRY
S HEISENBERG THEORY
































GUIOi TO SIIIIJICT IIIICILIS




























































































































































































































































CF CARIRICOE ACTUATE_ _EVICE































































GUIDE TO SUBJECT [JIIDEXES
TIROS G SATELLITE
TIROS H SATELLITE
















































































































































TRAILBLAZER [ REENTRY VEHICLE
TRAILBLAZER IT REENTRY VEHICLE
TRAILER
SA LITTLE JEHN XM-44S TRAILER
TRAILING-EDGE FLAP
TRAINER












SA L-29 JET TRAINER




CF SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR
CF SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATICN





































































































































































































SA EOLKCW BC-P-310 _ELICCPTER
SA 8CLKCW BC-XCS HELICCPTER
SA EOLKOW-SIEBEL BS-2[C AIRCPAFT
SA EREGUET Cg41 AIRCRAFT
SA MESSERSCHMITT ME P 16C AIRCRAFT
SA MESSERSC_MITT ME F 308 AIRCRAFT
SA SHORT BELFAST C. VKI AIRCRAFT
SA SHORT SC-5 AIRCRAFT
SA WESER WFG 614 AIRCRAFT
SA WHITWORTH GLCSTER AW 650 AIRCRAFT




























_A GECMAGNETICALLY TRAPPED PARIICLE
SA MAGNETICALLY TRAPPEC PARTICLE
CF PFCSPFCRESCENCE
TRAPPEC RADIATION
CF ARTIFICIAL RACIATICN BELT
CF IN:_ER RAOIATICN _ELI
CF CUTER RADIATION eELT
CF RADIATICN BELT












































































S TUPCLEV TU-IC4A AIRCRAFT
TUBE, TUBING
































































SA STF I02K TURBOFAN ENGINE
SA STF 1D2L TURBOFAN ENGINE
TURBOGENERATOR
TURBOJET AIRCRAFT
SA BAC TSR 2 AIRCRAFT
SA V-BA AIRCRAFT
CF VICKERS VCIO AIRCRAFT
TURBGJET ENGINE
SA JET ENGINE
SA J57-P-2C TURBOJET ENGINE
SA J85-GE-13 TUREOJE1 ENGINE
SA J93-NJ252F TURBOJET ENGINE
SA J93-MJ28OG TURBOJET ENGINE
SA YJg3-GE-3 TURBOJET ENGINE
TURBQMACHINE BLADE
TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
SA BREGUET 0_4I AIRCRAFT
TURBOPROP ENGINE





SA CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE
SA ISCTREPIO TURBULENCE
SA LOW LEVEL TURBULENCE
SA _AGNETOHYCRODYNAPIC TURBULENCE
SA PLASMA TURBULENCE
CF BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL

































































S LOS ALAMCS ILRRE_T REACTCR
UK-C








ULTRAHIGH TEMPERATURE REACTOR EXPERIMENT IUHTREXI

















































































































































CF ARTIFICIAL RACIATIEN BELT
CF INNER RACIATICN CELT
CF CUIER RACI_TICN BELT
CF TRAPPED RACIATION
VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATOR


























































































S LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLE





































































S VERSATILE CONTOUR MEASURING MACHINE IVERSACO_M/






























































































































































CF DIGITAL TO VCICE TRAKSLATOR /DIVOT/
VOICE COMMUNICATION
CF ECHO SUPPRESSION




















































SA SHORT SO.1 AIRCRAFT
SA V-BA AIRCRAFT































MAR0 HUNT ICE SHELF










SA COLLISION WARNING DEVICE
WARNING SYSTEM















































































































































SA REOEYE EEAPON SYSTEP
SA SH&OCH HEAPCN SYSTEP






























































WESER WF S-66 HELICOPTER




































SA CIRCUMPOLAR VORTEX WIND
SA GECSTROPHIC WIND











SA CASCADE kING T_NNEL
SA CDNE_STICN WIND TLNNEL
SA HYPERSENIC kING TLNNEL
SA PYPERVELLLllY WIlL iUNNEL
SA LCW CENSETY kIND TUNNEL
SA LCW SPEEC kIND TUNNEL
SA _IGMA-IV kiND TLNNEL
SA SLCTTED kIND TUNNEL
SA SUBSCNIC kIND TLN_EL
SA TRANSCNIC WIN_ TUNNEL
CF TEST FACILITY
kIND TLNNEL APPARATUS































SA INFINITE SPAN kiNG
























WING FLDW METHOD TEST





























































































CF P-56 ROCKET ENGINE
XN-S7 ROCKET ENGINE

























































ZERC POWER REACTOR IT /ZPR-II/
ZERC POWER REACTOR III ZZPR-IIIZ
ZERC POWER REACTOR Vll IZPR-VII/
ZERC SOUNC
ZERO-VELOCITY CURVE
ZERC-ZERC WEATHER
CF VISIBILITY
ZETA MACHINE
CF CEhTAINMEMT
CF CCNIROLLED FUS!CN
CF CRYOGENICS
CF DELTERIUM PLASMA
CF PLASMA PINCH
ZETA NUCLEAR REACTOR
ZEUS ROCKET
ZIEGLER CATALYST
ZINC
ZINC ALLOY
ZINC COMPOUND
ZINC OXIDE
ZINC SELENIDE
ZINC-SILVER OXIDE BATTERY
A-26E
ZINC SULFIDE
ZINC TELLURIOE
ZINCBLENCE
ZIRCALOY
ZIRCONIUM
ZIRCONIUM ALLOY
ZIRCONIUM HYDRIDE
ZIRCONIUM IODIDE
ZIRCONIUM NITRIOE
ZIRCONIUM OXIDE
ZIRCONIUM TITANATE
ZMAR RADAR
ZODIACAL CUST CLCUC
ZCCIACAL LIGHT
ZONAL HARMONICS
